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< <Let G be a finite group with a prime number p N G , the rank of the
group G, and B a p-block of G. There are many numbers associated to
w x w x w xthe block B, see R. Brauer 2 , M. Broue 3 , and J. B. Olsson 4 , forÂ
example. All these numbers can be called block invariants of B.
w xIn 5, 6 some inequalities of block invariants are closely related with the
 .Brauer k B conjecture. Here, the aim of this paper is to present a new
inequality of the block invariant, in the case of block B with a normal and
abelian defect group. In some cases, the defect group needn't be normal. J.
 .B. Olsson gave an example private communication which says that the
inequality holds only for the abelian defect group.
 .Our notations are standard. Let Bl G denote the set of p-blocks of G.
 .  .k B and l B denote the number of ordinary irreducible characters and
 .modular irreducible characters of block B, respectively. We let d B
denote the defect group of block B.
First we give two lemmas, then present our new inequality of block
invariants.
 .  .For B g Bl G , we recall that if D, b is a Sylow B-subpair, then the
 .  .inertial group T b of b in N D is called the inertial group of B. TheG
 .  .factor group T b rDC D is called the inertial factor group of B, and itsG
rank is the inertial index of B.
 .  .LEMMA 1. For B g Bl G with a normal defect group D, let D, b be a
sylow B-subpair. Then
< <l B F T b rDC D . .  .  .C
 .  .The equality sign holds when the inertial factor group T b rDC D is aC
cyclic group.
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We don't prove Lemma 1 in this paper, as it needs more results of
Clifford theory, which will make our paper more complicated. For the
w xproof, we refer the reader to 7 .
LEMMA 2. For a p element p of G, let
s s p , b , s s p , b , . . . , s s p , b .  .  .1 1 2 2 r r
be all subsections of B in the p-section with a defect group D. Set
H s DC D , C s C p , N s N D . .  .  .G C C
 .Then there exists a block b g Bl H and t s 1, t , . . . , t g N, such that1 2 r
 .  t j.C1 b s bj
 .  . t j t j2 T b l C is the inertial group of b in N l C
 . G3 b s B
t tr j j . < <4 NrN l C s  T b rT b l C . .  .js1
 .  .  . w x  .Proof. Parts 1 , 2 , and 3 are by R. Brauer 2 . In order to prove 4 ,
 . <  .  . <we consider the conjugate class of b in N D , which has N D rT bG G
elements. On the other hand, the class is divided in subclasses in N l C,
that is to say, r different subclasses in N l C, and btj, j s 1, 2, . . . , t , arer
the representatives of these subclasses in N l C. Since the subclass of btj
<  . t j <has N l CrT b l C different elements, then
r
t j< <NrT b s N l CrT b l C , .  .
js1
 .by which we have 4 .
We keep the previous notation. For a p-element p of the group G, if
 .  .  .  .  .p , b is a B-subsection, we know that D b F d B , thus d b F d BG G
 .  .  .  .l C p . If d B s D is a normal subgroup of G, then d b s d B lG
 .C x and all the major subsections of B have the defect group D. In theG
 .following, we suppose that d B s D is a normal subgroup of G.
We denote by m the number of major subsections of the block B. WithB
the notations above, let us state our major theorem:
 .  .THEOREM. For B g Bl G , if d B is normal and abelian, then
< <k B q D F n q 1 m , .  . B
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where n is the inertial index of B. Furthermore, if the inertial factor group of B
is a cyclic group, then
’ < <2m n F k B q D F n q 1 m . .  .B B
 4Proof. Let x , x , . . . , x be a complete set of representatives for the1 2 m
 .  .G-conjugacy classes of the elements of Z D the center of D . Let the set
x , b , x , b , . . . , x , b .  .  .i i1 i i2 i in i
be all the major subsections of x , i s 1, 2, . . . , m. Then by Lemma 2, therei
  ..exist b g Bl H s DC D and t s 1, t , . . . , t g G, such thati G 1 2 ni
ni
t tj j< <GrC s T b rT b l C , .  .i i i i
js1
 .  t j.Ci  .where C s C x and b s b . The subpair D, b is a sylow B-i G i i i j i
subpair as bG s B. Theni
nm m i
t tj j< < < <Z D s GrC s T b rT b l C . .  .  .  i i i i
is1 is1 js1
Set
nm i
t jK s T b l C rDC D , .  .  i i G
is1 js1
<  . t j  . <  .where T b l C rDC D is the inertial index of b g Bl C .i i G i j i
If D is an abelian group, then both sums above range over subsections
of B. With the same notation above, we have
nm i
k B s l b . .  .  i j
is1 js1
Thus by Lemma 1,
nm i
t t tj j j< <k B q D F T b l C rDC D q T b rT b l C . .  .  .  .  .   /i i G i i i
is1 js1
Let n and m denote the two terms in the above sum, respectively. Sincei j i j
<  . t j  . < <  .  . <n m s T b rC D s T b rC D s n, the inertial index of B,i j i j i G i G
 . < <  .then n q m F n q 1. So k B q D F n q 1 m .i j i j B
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 .  .If the inertial factor group T b rC D is cyclic, which is only depen-i G
dent on B, then
nm i
’< <k B q D s n q m G 2m n . .  .  i j i j B
is1 js1
Then we have the assertions.
 .Now if B g Bl G with an abelian defect group D, let B be the
 .correspondent block in N D , under Brauer's first main theorem. WeG
 .  . w xknow that l B s l B if Alperin's weight conjecture 1 holds. Thus we
mention the following:
COROLLARY. With the notations abo¨e, for a p-block B of G with an
abelian defect group D, let b be the correspondent of b under Brauer's firsti j i j
 .  .main theorem. If all l b s l b , theni j i j
< <k B q D F n q 1 m . .  . B
Furthermore, we ha¨e
’ < <2m n F k B q D F n q 1 m .  .B B
if the inertial factor group of B is a cyclic group.
Proof. This is easy to see.
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